
Algebra 1: Review of data analysis and Probability

Topic 1: Measures of central tendency and spread
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Data Set: Below is a set of test scores from the most recent test in Dr. Oldham's class

89 95 100 7/ 100 24 7J

1) Find the mean, median, mode and range

8G.S mean :
2) Which measure of central tendency describes the data the best and why?
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O'CALCULATOR STEPS (Ti-36X Pro): go to [data], type in all your data (doesn't need to be in
order). Then press [2nd] [data] to get to stat-reg/distr. Choose option 2: I-var stats. is the
mean. Scroll down until get your 5- umber su ary (min, Q], med, Q3, max)
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3) Make a box and whisker plot for the test data 86.3

4) 25% of the data is less than
5) The middle 50% of the data is between what values? APO q S
6) How many students scored above a 78%? S/.
7) Would you say that the students did well or not well on the test? Use data to justify

your explanation gøs Scored-
but S+v'k.a..,€

Topic 3: Analyzing data representations
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or #8-11 describe the shape of the following sets of data
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8) A really hard test

10)Rolling a die 100 times

9) A really easy test

1 1) The heights of all the females at
Sprayberry

or # 12-16 use the dot plot on the right which represents the ages of childr n playing at a
)cal playground

o
12) What is the center of the data?

3
13) How many children are on the playground?
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o

14) What is the spread of the data?
o o
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1 5) How many children are under 8 years old?
10

1 6) Describe the shape of the data 5 6 7 s 9
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17)How many students were surveyed?

O
18) How many total males were asked?

19)How many students took yearbook?

20) How many males take band?

Participation in School Activities

Gender
School Club

Band
Chorus
Chess
Latin

Yearbook
Totals

Male 
12

15

16
7

28

Female Totals
21

17

3
9

7

21 )What is the proba •li that a randomly selected student participated in chess?

IAS
22) What is the probability of randomly selecting a male yearbook student?

23) What is the probability that a student who was randomly selected was a female band
student? 9713 

S
24)What is the probability that a randomly selected student was a male?

0 h Y13S
Conditional Probability: h A

2 ut of the femal how many are in the band?

26 t of the Chor tudents how many are males?

what is the probability that they participate in Chess?

, 2 ( x too 7.
28 iven that the student is in ear what is the probability that they are female?
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